
Lesson Plan 1 - Jack Smith

SOUND AND MUSICLesson 
Plan

 

I can create an artwork on the theme of sound
I can talk about some of the ways that artists have
been inspired by sound and music
I can talk about an artwork and support my ideas
with evidence
I can explain Jack Smith's artwork
I know what Abstract Art is

Learning Aims:

Mags Parker - Art on Tour Learning Officer - maparker@swindon.gov.uk
07988 735422      www.swindonmuseumandartgallery.org.uk/artontour

When asking pupils to discuss artworks, the artworks themselves are
differentiated - some are more accessible than others.
The text on the Powerpoint may not be relevant for younger age groups, but
will guide delivery. It may be more appropriate to make these parts of the
lesson more interactive, using hard copy artworks rather than the
Powerpoint.
Questioning can be used at most points of the lesson to increase the level of
challenge. Any slides with questions give a range for different abilities.

Differentiation:

Curriculum Links:
Art - produce creative work; evaluate and analyse creative works; know about
great artists, craft-makers and designers
Science - the senses, sound

accompanying Powerpoint - emailed
Art Glasses
Artworks in 'Artworks Pack'
A2 framed artwork
Teacher Toolkit - Exploring Jack Smith's 'Sounds and Silences'
Pupil Worksheet - Making Art from Sound

Resources:

Key Vocabulary:
Sound Art, Abstract Art, synaesthesia

Featured artist: Jack Smith
 



TEACHING AND LEARNING ACTIVITIESLesson 
Plan

 

ART GLASSES - ask pupils to put on a pair of Art Glasses! The glasses will help them
to use their observational superpowers to explore artworks!

Explain to pupils that today you will be focusing on sound and music.

EXPLORING ARTWORKS - show pupils the artworks on SLIDES 2 - 6 (hard copies of
the artworks are in the 'Artworks Pack' and the artworks are also included in the
separate 'Artworks Powerpoint'). The images appear before the text on each slide,
so give pupils a few minutes to discuss each image in pairs. What do they think it is?
You could also give each table a copy of one of the artworks to discuss.

MATCH THE MUSIC - lay pupils the music clips on SLIDE 7 (click on the speaker icon
in each music image). Ask pupils to match each music clip to one of the artworks.
Which piece of music is playing in each? Ask them to justify their choices. 'Answers'
are in the notes underneath the slide.

LOOK AT THE ARTWORK - show pupils the A2 artwork, 'Sounds and Silences' - also
on SLIDE 8. Ask for initial ideas about what it is.

EXPLORE THE ARTWORK - use the Teacher Toolkit 'Exploring Jack Smith's 'Sounds
and Silences' and SLIDES 9 and 10 on the Powerpoint, to explore the painting with
pupils. You could give each table one of the questions on SLIDE 10 and take
feedback. On the board, you could ask them to label what they think the different
sounds are in the painting.

EXPLORE SOUND IN ART - use SLIDE 11 to explore how artists have used sound.

CREATIVE RESPONSE - give pupils a copy of the worksheet 'Making Art from Sound'
included in the Teacher Pack. Ask them to create their own version of 'Sounds and
Silences' using sounds of their choice.

what can pupils tell you about abstract art, Jack Smith's painting and Sound in Art?
Return to the initial artworks. Which of the artworks is best at showing music and
sound - why? Which is favourite? Take a vote! SLIDE 12.

Starter:

Main:

Plenary:

Homework:

ask pupils to 'collect' sounds from around their house. They could make a list, create an
artwork to show the sounds, or record the sounds on a phone.


